Philosophy

100% free, forever, no paywall

Every contents I produce about Pepper&Carrot are on this website, free and available for everyone.

I respect all of you equally: with or without money. All special bonus I do for my patrons are also posted here.

Pepper&Carrot will never ask you to pay something or get a subscription to get access to a new content.

Supported by patrons

Pepper&Carrot project is only funded by its patrons, from all around the world.

Each patrons send a bit of money for each new episode published and get a credit at the end of the new episode.

Thanks to this system, Pepper&Carrot can be independent and never use advertising or any marketing pollution.

For only 1$ per new episode, become a patron today on Patreon
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100% free, forever, no paywall
Every contents I produce about Pepper&Carrot are on this website, free and available for everyone.
I respect all of you equally: with or without money. All special bonus I do for my patrons are also posted here.

Pepper&Carrot will never ask you to pay something or get a subscription to get access to a new content.
Open-source and permissive
I want to give people the right to share, use, build and even make money upon the work I've created.
All pages, artworks and content were made with Free/Libre Open-Sources Software on Gnu/Linux, and all sources are on Pepper&Carrot website, Source menu. Commercial usage, translations, fan-arts, prints, movies, video-games, sharing, and reposts are encouraged.
You just need to give appropriate credit to the authors (artists, correctors, translators involved in the artwork you want to use), provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the authors endorses you or your use.
License: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0

Quality entertainment for everyone, everywhere
Pepper&Carrot is a comedy/humor webcomic suited for everyone, every age. No mature content, no violence. Free and open-source, Pepper&Carrot is a proud example of how cool could be free-culture.
I'm focusing a lot on quality, because free and open-source doesn't mean bad or amateur. Au contraire.
Let's change comic industry!
With less intermediary between audience and artist you pay less and I benefit more. You support me directly.
No publisher/distributor/marketing/fashion can force me to change Pepper&Carrot to fit their vision of 'the market'.

... Why not a single success couldn't 'snowball' a whole industry in crisis? We'll see...

Help me boost Pepper&Carrot production today

Thank you for reading!
David Revoy